
Savannah College of Art and Design 
industrial design students attempted 
to walk on water at the Chatham 
County Aquatic Center. The project 
challenged students to design a 
device that would enable them to 
walk on water for a distance of at least 
25 feet only using single-ply card-
board , tape and sealant. Kayla 
Stewart was one of the three 
students who successfully com-
pleted the goal. 
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Students taking �nal exams at the Savannah College of Art and Design came to class Tuesday 

prepared to sink or swim.

In professor Joel Wittkamp's course on introduction to industrial design, they showed up 
wearing swimsuits.That's because to pass Wittkamp's test, students had to walk on water 
for a distance of at least 25 feet, wearing devices they designed in class.The catch 

was that they had to make their �otation devices out of cardboard.

"This is kind of a fun project, because all they can use is cardboard, duct tape and 
sealant," Wittkamp said. "I'm looking at craftsmanship and how far they went as I 

grade."

The students were required to make a separate cardboard �oat for each foot. They applied 
what they learned about physics, engineering, math, human factors, craftsmanship and 
common sense. Then Tuesday afternoon, they met at the Chatham County Aquatic Center for 
the test - to see if they could stand up vertically on their �otation devices and make their way 
across the pool.Some students' projects caved under their weight; others took on water. At the 
end of testing, they were �shing for mushy bits of cardboard.The most successful projects were 
designed like canoes.Alex Evans slipped his canoe-like �oats on each foot and glided across 

the pool.

"I used two coats of polyurethane," he said. "The foot attachment was modeled after cross-
country shoes, and the bottom was designed to create traction."

Michael Slabon's design resembled oversized bird feet.

"I just wanted to be a little di�erent - almost everyone made giant canoes," he said. "But I 
should have scaled them up."

When he tried to stand, Slabon immediately hit the water.But everyone learned a valuable 
lesson, Wittkamp said, whether their projects sank or sailed.

"Even the ones that didn't make it," he said. "Hopefully they learned something in the 
process."

Helpful link: SCAD web site

...SCAD students stay a�oat during �nals...
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